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The purpose of this note is to give a new proof of the Hardy-Littlewood test with a slight extension. The method of proof used here is the same as in our note [2] .
2. Let fix) be integrable and periodic, and the left-hand side of (4) is less than (w -n) ■0(w_5) = 0(«il_i)=o(l). Let (1) be satisfied, and so (pit) =o(l/| log t\ ), t-++0; further let im -n)= [nSl], then the left-hand side of (3) (2) s«(xo) -f(xo) --I </>Oo, t)Dn(t)dl
sin2 mi -sin2 «<
•oi(xo, 2í)-d¿ The author is indebted to the referee for many helpful comments.
